Abstract: The effects of geographic information system (GIS) data conversion on several polygon-and landscape-level indices were evaluated by using a GIS vegetation coverage from eastern Oregon, U.S.A. A vector-raster-vector conversion process was used to examine changes in GIS data. This process is widely used for data input (digital scanning of vector maps) and somewhat less widely used for data conversion (output of GIS data to specific formats). Most measures were sensitive to the grid cell size used in the conversion process. At the polygon level, using the conversion process with grid cell sizes of 3.05, 6.10, and 10 m produced relatively small changes to the original polygons in terms of In(polygon area), In(polygon perimeter), and 1/(fractal dimension). When grid cell size increased to 20 and 30 m, however, polygons were significantly different (p < 0.05) according to these polygon-level indices. At the landscape level, the number of polygons, polygon size coefficient of variation (CV), and edge density increased, while mean polygon size and an interspersion and juxtaposition index (IJI) decreased. The youngest and oldest age-class polygons followed the trends of overall landscape only in terms of number of polygons, mean polygon size, CV, and IJI. One major side effect of the conversion process was that many small polygons were produced in and around narrow areas of the original polygons. An alleviation process (referred to as the dissolving process) was used to dissolve the boundaries between similarly attributed polygons. When we used the dissolving process, the rate of change for landscape-level indices slowed; although the number of polygons and CV still increased with larger grid cell sizes, the increase was less than when the dissolving process was not used. Mean polygon size, edge density, and fractal dimension decreased after use of the dissolving process. Trends for the youngest and oldest age-class polygons were similar to those for the total landscape, except that IJI was greater for these age-classes than for the total landscape. Résumé : Les consequences de la conversion de donnees d'un systeme d'information geographique (SIG) sur quelques indices polygonaux et paysagers ont ete evaludes au moyen d'un SIG sur la vegetation de l'Est de ('Oregon, aux Etats-Unis. Un processus de conversion vectoriel-matriciel-vectoriel a ete employe afin d'examiner les changements dans les donnees des SIG. Ce processus est couramment utilise pour Ia saisie de donnees (balayage de cartes vectorielles) et dans une certaine mesure pour la conversion de donnees (production de donnees de SIG en formats specifiques). La plupart des valeurs mesurees etaient sensibles a la dimension des cellules matricielles utilisees lors de la conversion. Au niveau polygonal, l'utilisation de cellules mesurant 3,05, 6,10 et 10 m amenait relativement peu de modifications aux superficies, perimetres et dimensions fractales des polygones originaux. Si on portait la dimension des cellules a 20 et 30 m cependant, les polygones etaient affectes de facon significative (p < 0,05) selon les indices polygonaux. Au niveau paysager, on notait un accroissement du nombre de polygones, du coefficient de variation de Ia dimension des polygones (CV) et de la densite limitrophe alors que la dimension moyenne des polygones et l'indice de maillage et de juxtaposition (IMJ) diminuaient. Les polygones des classes trage inferieure et superieure suivaient la tendance du paysage global uniquement en termes du nombre de polygones, de la dimension moyenne des polygones, de CV et IMJ. Un effet secondaire notable du processus de conversion a ete que plusieurs petits polygones ont ete crees dans des zones etroites a l'interieur et autour des polygones originaux. On a utilise un processus de fusion pour eliminer les frontieres entre des polygones possedant des attributs similaires. Avec ce processus, le taux de changement des indices paysagers a diminue et bien que le nombre de polygones et le CV continuaient a augmenter avec les cellules plus grandes, ('accroissement etait moindre que si le processus de fusion n'etait
pas utilise. La dimension moyenne des polygones, la densite limitrophe et la dimension fractale diminuaient apres le processus de fusion. Les tendances pour les polygones de classes d'age inferieure et superieure etaient les memes, sauf que la valeur de IMJ pour ces classes d'age etait superieure a celle de l'ensemble du territoire. [Traduit par la Redaction]
Introduction
In contrast with the previous 80 years, forest resource planning on United States federal lands in the future will probably entail the explicit inclusion of spatial analysis techniques concerning natural resource phenomena. Geographic information systems (GIS), remote sensing technologies, and associated database developments will be used to meet this goal. U.S. national forest planning is moving to a position where spatial analysis is vital to successfully model the linkage between ecosystem health and land management activities. The Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team (Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team 1993) of the Pacific Northwest has emphasized the need for tracking the spatial relationships between many types of flora and fauna and land management activities and natural events, across several scales. Such complex analyses are facilitated by various computer-based methods, including GIS, remote sensing, and decision-support systems (Schuster et al. 1993 ). However, a limiting factor in the decision-making process is the ability to assimilate pertinent information in a timely and accurate manner (Loh and Rykiel 1992) .
In this study, we focus on the problem of data conversion and its effects on polygon-and landscape-level indices. At some resolutions, data conversion may involve generalization, a process that smooths and reduces the number of vertices in a vector map. The representation of polygons and the landscape as a whole can thus change, which may affect such measurements as the amount of edge. The conversion process we use converts a vector map to a raster map and then converts the raster map back to a vector map. This process is a common form of data input for GIS, where analog vector maps are scanned (rasterized), then converted to vector GIS images. The process is also used for GIS data output to specific formats. For example, to convert a MOSS vector image to a SNAP II+ (Sessions and Sessions 1993 ) data format, a MOSS vector image is rasterized by using LTPlus (USDA Forest Service 1992) and is subsequently vectorized and formatted for use in SNAP II+. It is this data output process that we examine in this study. When different grid cell sizes are used in the data conversion process, GIS data sets become generalized to various extents.
We use five raster cell sizes in the conversion process and examine the effects of conversion on the number of polygons, mean polygon size, polygon size coefficient of variation, fractal dimension, edge density, and an interspersion-juxtaposition index. Our goal is to determine whether these indices are sensitive to changes in the grid cell size used. Because this study focuses on the effects of data conversion on polygon-and landscape-level indices, we provide a brief discussion of error propagation in GIS data conversion, as well as the six polygon-and landscape-level indices of interest, prior to presenting the methods, results, and discussion of our research.
Optimally, data in information systems should be used to support decisions at the level the data were collected (e.g., stand-level data supporting tactical plans) (Burrough 1989) . In practice, however, data are frequently aggregated at much broader scales to accommodate regional analyses. The level at which data are collected is a compromise forced by the constraints of time and money and molded to the proximal goals for which the information was collected (Burrough 1989) . There are conceptual obstacles to surmount regarding scale. A determination should be made of those processes that remain constant and those that change across scales; there may be a wide range of spatial scales for landscape parameters, in which biophysical processes may vary. For example, Benson and Mackenzie (1995) report that several landscape parameters are sensitive to grain sizes, which increase from 20 to 1100 m in remotely sensed data.
Error propagation in GIS data conversion
The propagation of error caused by standard map operations has been thoroughly investigated (Haining and Arbia 1993) . Walsh et al. (1987) divide errors into two types: (i) inherent and (ii) operational. Inherent error is present in the source documents (e.g., field measurement error) and is derived from source map projection, map construction techniques, and symbolization of data. Operational error is produced through the data capture and manipulation procedures in GIS; it is derived from data entry, manipulation, extraction, and comparison processes. This study is primarily concerned with operational error in data conversion from vector to raster to vector data structures; for example, data input (i.e., digital scanning) or data output, depending on the GIS system being used.
The vector to raster data conversion process includes importing vector data into the computer program for processing, applying the appropriate scales and map transformations, and then gridding the vector data (Figs. la-lc) .
Much of the research on rasterizing error evaluates the percentage of expected variance for each grid cell, or the thematic error (Wehde 1982; Clarke 1985; Veregin 1989; Valenzuela and Baumgardner 1990; Bregt et al. 1991; Carver and Brunsden 1994) . Carver and Brunsden (1994) found that grid cell size has more effect than grid orientation or the rasterization process on rasterizing error. Errors are the largest when grid cell size is large in relation to polygon size and when the boundary of the vector polygon is complex. As grid cells become smaller relative to the conditions they represent, measurements based on their centers become more precise (Tomlin 1990) . Generally, the smaller the grid cell size, the smaller the operational error. Another argument against using large grid cells is that spatial variation on an order of magnitude below the grid cell size is Fig. 1 . The vector to raster process: (a) vectors are imported into the computer program; (b) vectors are "gridded," where grid cells that touch the vectors are retained; and (c) the resulting raster image is saved. The raster to vector (vectorization) process: (d) the raster image is thinned; (e) lines are formed by connecting the centers of each grid cell; and (f) the resulting vector image is saved.
lost, which at times leads to highly generalized data layers; distortions in the shape and location of polygon boundaries become quite significant (Clarke 1985; Veregin 1989) . However, using very small grid cells represents a potentially wasteful use of computer storage capacity.
The demand for conversion of raster data to vector format (vectorizing) has increased as raster data systems (e.g., remote sensing) have become more widely used (Clarke 1990 ). Government and nongovernment organizations are spending large sums of money acquiring and classifying remotely sensed data to produce land use, land cover, and other thematic GIS databases for purposes of conservation, inventory, and land use decisions (Hess 1994) . Vectorizing processes are generally very CPU intensive. Topological and other errors may appear in the resulting vector data set. The process begins with line thinning, where the grid is thinned to a set of grid cells that is one cell wide (Fig. 1d) . Vertices, usually located in the center of the remaining grid cells, are then connected to form lines, and the topology of the resulting vector data set is then reconstructed (Figs. le-lf) (Clarke 1990) . When a raster grid is too coarse relative to map features, "bridging" may connect previously separated lines, dividing narrow portions of a polygon into several small polygons (Fig. 2) . Typically, bridging problems occur where map features are close together relative to the grid cell size used. A dissolving process (eliminating the boundary between similar polygons) is one possible way to alleviate the cartographic problems encountered in the conversion process.
Polygon-level and landscape-level indices
The size, shape, distribution, and complexity of patches are functions of both natural disturbance processes and land management activities. Processes such as the spread of disturbances and species, the distribution, movement, and persistence of species, and the patterns of production and redistribution of matter and energy can be understood by examining landscape patterns. These patterns have been described in terms of dominance, contagion, complexity, edges, and the size, shape, and distribution of patches. The significance of polygon-and landscape-level indices varies with respect to ecosystem health and the effects of past or future land management activities. Although many indices could have been considered, we have chosen six indices to illustrate the effects of conversion. Our results are specific to a case study area, a portion of the WallowaWhitman National Forest in eastern Oregon, U.S.A. However, we feel the trends could be important to other regions of the world, and we point out the dangers in assuming that spatial resolution of data has no effect on the results of data conversion.
Patch size is a major variable that affects total biomass, production, and nutrient storage per unit area, in addition to species composition and diversity (Forman and Godron 1986) . Small patches may contribute to local and regional extinction of sensitive species that are adapted to interior conditions (Dunn et al. 1991) ; they may also harbor exotic or weedy species because of their greater edge to interior ratio (Dunn and Loehle 1988) . Further, patch size influences aesthetics and the microclimatic conditions within the patch (Bradshaw 1992 ) and may influence bird species diversity (McIntyre 1995) . From a planning perspective, patch size influences operational practices such as the use of fire, regeneration establishment, stand development, and economics; however, no single patch size is ideal for all silvicultural requirements (Bradshaw 1992) . Thus the significance of patch size varies with land management objectives and species habitat requirements. Polygon size coefficient of variation (CV) is a relative measure of dispersion expressed as a percentage of the units of the particular data; it is useful for comparing the variability of two or more sets of data (Berenson and Levine 1983) and may be indicative of the disturbance regime that structured the landscape.
Patch shape is an important factor in describing landscape; its significance is related to edge effect (Forman and Godron 1986) . The way shape differs with scale can be characterized by fractal dimension (D). Fractal theory is based on two tenets (that phenomena exhibit dimensionality on a continuum and that fractal features are self-similar across a wide range of scales (Cartensen 1989) 
roughness (Cartensen 1989) . A constant D across scales indicates statistical self-similarity, and a change in D at different scales may indicate the dominance of different processes or constraints operating at different scales (Wiens 1989) . D is not expected to be constant in reality, except in small areas over limited ranges of scale (Goodchild 1980) . D allows ecologists to view the landscape at multiple scales and thereby achieve predictability in the face of ambiguity (Milne 1991) . The area to perimeter relationship of D can provide insight into the nature of fragmentation in polygon coverages (Krummel et al. 1987 ), but scale must be appropriately defined if specific spatial patterns are to be evaluated (Ripple et al. 1991) . Changes in edge may have important implications for species persistence. Hunter (1990) proposes that woodlot shape may affect bird species richness. An increase in edge may lead to an increase in the diversity and abundance of wildlife species, in general, across a landscape (Hunter 1990) . Increases in edge, however, may not be beneficial for certain individual species, such as some forestinterior bird populations. Edge density is the sum of the lengths (m) of all edge segments for each age-class divided by landscape area (m 2 ) (McGarigal and Marks 1993) . Landscape boundary segments and background edge segments are not used in the calculations in this study. edge density (m/ha) = x 10 000 where i represents a predefined age-class group. Edge density has been used to evaluate disturbance rates (Franklin and Forman 1987) , tree growth (Hansen et al. 1993) , and predation (Gates and Gysel 1978) .
The interspersion and juxtaposition index (IJI) measures the distribution of adjacencies among patch types (McGarigal and Marks 1993) . In our example, it is the distribution of adjacencies among age-classes. IJI ranges from 0 to 100, where the lower range represents a situation of clumped age-classes (all age-classes are not equally adjacent to all other age-classes), and the upper range represents maximum interspersion and juxtaposition. 
Study area
The Wallowa-Whitman National Forest in eastern Oregon is a good example to illustrate the implications of GIS data generalization on natural resource use. We focused on one particular area, the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin located primarily in the La Grande Ranger District, directly west of La Grande (Fig. 3) . The basin is composed of a mixture of forested areas (with ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ex Laws.), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco), and other tree species) and rangeland. Range vegetation varies from riparian meadow bottoms to high alpine meadows with short growing seasons. The headwaters of the basin are composed of rugged mountains. Precipitation ranges from 51 to 97 cm per year; runoff is primarily snowmelt, with peak flows occurring in the spring. A study area of approximately 3.75' by 3.75' (one-fourth of a 7.5' topographic map) was chosen for the case study.
Methods
The study area comprised 257 vegetation polygons totalling approximately 3162 ha. The GIS coverage of the study area was exported as a vector coverage from MOSS into LTPlus (USDA Forest Service 1992), where the map was rasterized at five different grid cell sizes. The resulting maps were then vectorized in LTPIus and "snapped" back to vertices and lines of the original coverage, to a maximum distance of half the grid cell size. This is a common process designed as an attempt to minimize deviations in vector lines from the original map, yet it is not entirely perfect because the new vertices may be located at a distance from the original vertices of more than edge age-class i total landscape area one-half the grid cell size. Thus the differences between the original map and the converted map are a function of both the rasterizing and vectorizing processes. After the conversions, the coverages were exported to a digital exchange file format. These coverages were imported into ArcInfo (Environmental Systems Research Institute 1994) so that the effects of data conversion on landscape indices could be evaluated with FRAGSTATS (McGarigal and Marks 1993). Our objective was to simulate the data conversion process from MOSS to SNAP II+ (Sessions and Sessions 1993 ) data format. SNAP II+ is a tactical planning tool for forest management that can schedule land management activities subject to both spatial and nonspatial constraints. Five square grid cell sizes were used in the data conversion process: 3.05 m (10 ft), 6.10 m (20 ft), 10 m (32.8 ft), 20 m (65.6 ft), and 30 m (98.4 ft). Because the location of the La Grande Ranger District's original 6.10-m grid was not documented during the data input process, 3.05 m was used as the minimum cell size. The 10-, 20-, and 30-m grid cell sizes were chosen to simulate satellite imagery resolution (i.e., SPOT and Thematic Mapper).
Two duplicate vector coverages were created in the data conversion process for each of the five grid cell sizes; this procedure gave 10 coverages for comparison with the original (preconversion) coverage. All 10 GIS coverages encompassed the same areal extent. One set of the five resolutions was subjected to an alleviation process ("dissolving") in order to eliminate boundaries between similarly attributed polygons caused by "bridging" across narrow areas of the polygons (Fig. 2) . Similarly attributed polygons are defined as those with exact matches of codes for dominant tree species, age-class, and trees per acre. We present results for the entire landscape and for the youngest (0-10 years) and oldest (140+ years) ageclasses; together these two age-classes represent more than 51% of the case study area. Age-classes were based on the age of the dominant overstory vegetation in each polygon, by 10-year intervals.
To assess the differences among the 10 converted coverages and the original coverage, we performed two analyses, one at the polygon level and one at the landscape level. At the polygon level, we calculated basic statistics concerning the size, perimeter, and D of the vegetation polygons. We evaluated the distribution of polygon size, perimeter, and D for normality and subsequently determined that transformations of each were required prior to performance of an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the polygon-level data. Transformations on the polygon-level data were necessary to stabilize the variances of the data within each coverage, so that the variances between the coverages could be more effectively evaluated. Polygon size and perimeter were transformed by a natural logarithm transformation, and D was transformed by an inverse transformation. An ANOVA was used to determine whether there were significant differences among the two sets of GIS coverages (before dissolving and after dissolving): if the ANOVA signalled a significant difference within one set of GIS coverages (e.g., among the coverages before dissolving), pairwise t-tests were utilized to determine whether each combination of two coverages was significantly different.
Landscape-level indices were calculated with an ArcInfo (Environmental Systems Research Institute 1994) mediated software package, FRAGSTATS (McGarigal and Marks 1993) . The landscape-level indices chosen were number of polygons, mean polygon size, CV, D, edge density, and IJI. Because only one measure was reported for each landscape-level index, a determination of the statistical differences among coverages was not possible. Therefore, we report the results and discuss only the possible trends in the data at the landscape level.
The use of adjacent polygons in the ANOVA could possibly violate the assumption of independence of data, because changes in a metric of one polygon may affect the same metric of an adjacent polygon. An analysis of the correlation of changes in a "seed" polygon and associated changes in adjacent polygons was used to evaluate whether adjacent polygons could be considered independent samples. For example, a change in the metric of polygon a between the original and the 3.05-m coverages was used to examine the correlation with changes in adjacent polygons 13 and 8 or (Clorig -a 3.05 m ) with and with ( v8 orig -8 3.05 m )
The hypothesis being tested is that the correlation between changes in adjacent polygons is not significant. If changes are negatively correlated (e.g., if the metric for one polygon increases while it decreases for an adjacent polygon), then adjacent polygons are not independent with regard to the metric under consideration. The preceding analysis does not examine how individual polygons change as a result of data conversion, because polygons can be split into several smaller polygons, each treated as an individual sample in the ANOVA. We therefore selected a random sample of polygons, summed their area and perimeter, and calculated D for each GIS coverage. We then developed regression equations in an attempt to predict changes in polygon area, perimeter, and D for polygons originally less than 10 ha, 10-20 ha, and greater than 20 ha. A stepwise procedure was used, with the dependent variables consisting of the differences between the original and the converted polygon metrics. Predictor variables included ln(original polygon area), ln(original polygon perimeter), (1/original D), and indicator variables (0-1) representing each grid cell size. The probability of entering values and of removing values was set at 0.05. We also attempted to develop exponential, non-linear regression equations but found none of them to be better predictors of changes in polygon metrics than the linear models.
Results
Changes in area, perimeter, and D of adjacent polygons showed no significant negative correlation when metrics for the original and all 10 of the converted coverages were examined; for example, the degree of negative association in pairs of variables (i.e., (a,, g -a 30 m ) with ((3o,;, -[330 m)) is not significant. The only significant positive correlation (p < 0.05) occurred when a 30-m grid cell size with no alleviation process was used during data conversion. In this case, adjacent polygons increased or decreased in perimeter together. What this suggests is that during data conversion it is not the size or shape of one polygon that affects the size or shape of an adjacent polygon. Rather, it is probably the size of the grid cell used in the data conversion, the location of an original vector line just prior to rasterization, or the location of a vector line after vectorization that affected polygon metrics in this case study. Thus the utilization of adjacent polygons in the ANOVA probably does not violate the assumption of independence of the sample data. Polygon-and landscape-level results are reported for coverages in which the dissolving process was not used and then for coverages in which it was applied. Results show that most measures are sensitive to the grid cell size used in the generalization process; however, after dissolving was applied, the measures were not as sensitive to grid cell size. 
Polygon-level indices without use of the dissolving process
Without the dissolving process, the ANOVA for polygonlevel data showed significant differences in ln(polygon area), ln(polygon perimeter), and 11D between the original coverage and the five generalized coverages (Table 1) 
Landscape-level indices without use of the dissolving process
There was a dramatic increase in the number of polygons (and hence polygon density) for the total landscape when grid cells larger than 10 m were used ( Table 2 ). The 20-and 30-m coverages became severely fragmented by the data conversion process, so that the total number of polygons after data conversion ranged from 272 (3.05-, 6.10-, and 10-m coverages) to 495 (30-m coverage). The mean size of the polygons decreased correspondingly, as did IJI; CV and edge density increased. D stayed relatively constant, except when the 20-m grid cell size was used. When polygons in only the youngest age-class (0-10 years old) were examined, the number of polygons, CV, and D increased with the larger cell sizes, but mean polygon size and IJI decreased (Table 2) . Edge density did not show a definite trend. In the oldest age-class (140+ years old), the number of polygons and CV also increased beyond the 10-m grid cell size, while mean polygon size and edge density decreased. Here, D and IJI decreased substantially when the 30-m grid cell size was used.
Polygon-level indices after use of the dissolving process
The dissolving process reduced the large number of polygons found at large grid cell sizes with the nondissolved results and increased mean polygon size; statistical techniques no longer showed significant differences between the original coverage and the five converted coverages (Table 1) . ANOVA results showed no significant differences in ln(polygon area), In(polygon perimeter), or 11D among the original coverage and the five converted coverages.
Landscape-level indices after use of the dissolving process
Even with the dissolving process, the number of polygons for the total landscape increased with larger cell sizes "CV, coefficient of variation; D, fractal dimension (see footnote b); IJI, interspersion-juxtaposition index. bD = (2 x logarithm(perimeter)}/logarithm(area). (Table 3) , ranging from 259 (3.05-and 6.10-m coverages) to 276 (20-and 30-m coverages). However, the rate of increase was much slower than without the dissolving process. For example, without the dissolving process the 30-m cell size had 238 more polygons than the original coverage, but when the dissolving process was used it had only 19 more polygons. Mean polygon size still decreased when grid cell sizes larger than 10 m were used, although the decrease was smaller than without dissolving. CV still increased with grid cell sizes over 10 m, and D decreased when the 30-m grid cell size was used. Edge density for the total landscape now decreased with larger cell sizes; IJI showed no definite trend.
In the youngest age-class, the number of polygons and edge density increased as grid cell size increased from 3.05 to 20 m and then decreased at 30 m. CV showed no definite trend, but it was highest at the 20-m grid cell size. D was lowest when the 30-m grid cell size was used, and IJI declined steadily across all cell sizes (Table 3) . Similar trends were evident for the oldest age-class, with the exception of edge density, which decreased at grid cell sizes of 20 m and larger. IJI for both the youngest and oldest ageclasses was greater than that for the total landscape.
Predicting changes in polygons as a result of data conversion
Individual polygons may be split into several smaller polygons, and the edges and shape may become more simplified because of data conversion. Thus while the polygon-level ANOVA presented earlier indicated significant changes (in terms of average polygon area, perimeter, and D) caused by data conversion, the ANOVA did not utilize the sum of the metrics for original polygons that were split during conversion. Regression equations (Table 4) developed to estimate the changes in individual polygons whose size was originally <10, 10-20 ha, and >20 ha show that only a small proportion of variation in the changes due to data conversion can be explained by either the original polygon metric or an indicator variable representing a grid cell size used in data conversion. Interestingly, we could not develop equations to predict the change in polygon area. Several of the equations, in fact, utilize only indicator variables to predict changes in polygon metrics and thus are of limited use for predicting changes due to data conversion from grid cell sizes other than those the indicator variables represent. Developing equations to predict changes in the original polygon metrics proved difficult for two reasons: (1) the size (and shape) of the original polygon may have been an influencing factor and (2) significant changes occurred primarily when larger grid cell sizes were used during data conversion.
Discussion
Our results indicate that scaling issues are important when data conversion processes are used, because most polygon-and "CV, coefficient of variation; D, fractal dimension (see footnote h); IJI, interspersion-juxtaposition index. eD = {2 X logarithm(perimeter))/logarithm(area).
landscape-level indices are sensitive to changes in the spatial resolution used in the conversion process. Because of the dependence of polygon and landscape parameters on spatial resolution, the use of GIS data developed at a fine scale but generalized at large grid cell sizes may not be a solution to addressing questions regarding broad-scale issues. In this study, for example, if we assume that each polygon is an analysis unit, converting the data using the 30-m grid cell size and then using it for resource scheduling without an alleviation technique would cause the original vector polygons to be represented by many new (often small) vector polygons. Thus the original polygon could be assigned several different land management activities, even though the goal may have been to apply a single set of management activities to the area defined by the original polygon. Further, changes in the locations of polygon boundaries due to conversion may affect the representation of habitat corridors or other resources, such as the location of riparian areas. In this case study, some of the original riparian areas were thin and sinuous; after GIS data were converted at the 20-and 30-m grid cell sizes, many riparian areas became highly fragmented. The use of large grid cells leads to coarser grained observations, reducing the observed heterogeneity even though finer scale heterogeneity is already integrated into the model grain; thus differences between components are obscured by smoothing, averaging, integration, and aggregation (King 1991) . From an ecological point of view, conversion with larger grid sizes may misrepresent many ecological processes. It is unclear at these large grid cell sizes whether the landscape should be viewed as a highly fragmented landscape and (or) whether critical habitat corridors or connections are now separated by some artificially imposed aggregation process. From the land manager's point of view, the increase in numbers of polygons not only represents ecological inaccuracies, but also a gross inefficiency in planning and record keeping.
Conversion may also misrepresent the ecological function of edges identified at fine scales. At both analysis levels, perimeter (polygon level) and edge (landscape level) were sensitive to changes in grid cell size. It is unclear, from an ecological point of view, what effect the dissolving process had on the representation of edge. For example, changes in perimeter were significant at the polygon level when the dissolving process was not used, but not significant when the process was applied. At the landscape level, edge increased at larger grid cell sizes without the dissolving process. However, this increase was artificial because many edges were artifacts of the data conversion process. Once most of these artifacts were eliminated through the dissolving process, edge density decreased with increasing grid cell size.
Because of the bridging that occurred at narrow parts of polygons, many small polygons were created in the data conversion process. In some cases small polygons became completely fragmented, but for larger polygons only the edges were broken off. Our expectation was that as grid cell size increased, fragmentation or bridging would increase. We found dramatic increases in CV, which measures the variation in polygon size relative to mean polygon size, when using either 20-or 30-m grid cell sizes. However, the effects of fragmentation and (or) bridging seem minor for grid cell sizes ranging from 3.05 to 10 m.
Our expectation was that the parameter describing texture (D) would be sensitive to scale (e.g., Benson and Mackenzie 1995) . What we found, in fact, was that without the dissolving process, D seemed sensitive only to one grid cell size (20 m) at both the polygon and landscape levels. Thus for at least part of a range of scales (3.05 to 10 m), D stayed constant. The fact that D did not change shows its apparent self-similarity at these scales, with no dominance of different processes. The range of selfsimilarity may be only 3.05 to 10 m in this landscape; after 10 m, D behaved unpredictably when an alleviation process (e.g., dissolving) was not used. After use of the dissolving process, D seemed sensitive only to the 30-m grid cell size at the landscape level.
Prior to use of the dissolving process, IJI decreased as grid cell size increased. The significance of this change depends on the current state of the landscape and the goals we are hoping to fulfill. For instance, if our objective were to manage for large, contiguous blocks of old forest stands, we would want IJI to be low. If, on the other hand, we were to manage for a mixture of older and younger stands (which would provide better habitat for big game), we would want HI to be relatively high. Therefore the IJI results seem to contradict the results obtained by measures of number of polygons, mean polygon size, and CV. The decreasing IJI implies that the landscape is becoming not more fragmented but more aggregated at larger grid cell sizes. However, it is the increase in total edge relative to the distribution of edge between any two age-classes that produces this anomalous result at the landscape level. Therefore, it is the artificial edge created within fragmented polygons that contributes to the decrease in 111. After the dissolving process was used, IJI did not decrease with increasing grid cell size.
In our analysis, the youngest and oldest age-classes had higher IJI than the total landscape. These age-classes were apparently more interspersed than the age-classes between them. Forest cutting has been concentrated within the oldest age-classes, with harvests planned to be interspersed across the landscape. The intermediate age-classes may therefore have been left unmanaged (and clumped together) for many decades.
Our results indicate that if a vector-raster-vector data conversion process is used, grid cell sizes up to 10 m may give adequate data sets from GIS without significant changes in area, perimeter, or D at the polygon level. Changes in polygon boundary location were not examined; such changes may affect other goals, such as maintaining habitat corridors. When the dissolving process was not used in this case study, data sets converted at grid cell sizes of 20 m or larger differed significantly at the polygon level from the data set that best represented the original data, and they also seemed to differ at the landscape level in terms of number of polygons, mean polygon size, CV, edge density, and IJI. When a dissolving process was used, grid cell sizes up to 30 m seemed to provide adequate GIS data sets without significant changes in mean polygon area, polygon perimeter, and D. Further, at the landscape level, number of polygons, mean polygon size, CV, and edge density seemed to differ from the original data when 20-or 30-m grid cell sizes were used in the generalization process.
The results of this research may be valid only for our case study area. We selected the study area because it represents a "typical" forest and range landscape in eastern Oregon. Different results may occur if the GIS polygons are larger or smaller than the ones delineated in this study area. In modeling systems in a spatially explicit framework, it is essential to use spatial data that meet quality requirements set by the host organization. We have assumed in this study that the quality requirements were built into the data collection and encoding phases of building the database. Changes to the database through such operations as data extraction and conversion of format may move the data away from the initial quality standards. In an ideal situation, the data for a vector coverage would be exported for use in spatial analysis without alteration of the coordinates defining the geographic features. In reality, however, organizations are limited by the computer systems available to them.
